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Sales Executive Officer

Apply Now

Company: Zein Italia Marble & Granite

Location: Abu Dhabi

Category: healthcare-practitioners-and-technical

Established in Ras Al Khaimah (U.A.E.), Zein Italia Marble is a leading supplier of natural stone

and marble products since 1992. Manufacturing marble from all around the world, Zein Italia

Marble offers the latest technologies in cutting and engraving marble to suit every taste

and need. Our team is at your service offering affordable luxury, quality and exclusivity for

the style-conscious. Zein Italia Marble & Granite offers measuring, drawing, cutting, polishing,

delivery and installation services. In addition to specializing in, marble, granite and

reconstituted stone, the factory manufactures kitchen bench tops, shop fronts and staircases.

Other applications of the range include: wall cladding; paving, vanity tops; dining and coffee

tables. Zein Italia Marble & Granite has capacity to supply projects and jobs located in all of the

Emirates of the U.A.E (United Arab Emirates) Over 100 different types of natural stone slabs

and tiles are in stock at Zein Italia Marble & Granite showroom, where the sales and

customer service team provides professional advice in regards to pricing, design,

manufacturing, installation and maintenance.

The Role

We are looking for a Sales Executive Officer who is well experienced in the Marble and

Granite industry and has several contacts in the United Arab Emirates. These contacts

should include high end clients who are looking to constructing luxury projects,

contractors building projects and interior designers and architects in the construction

field. Experience in sales in the Stone industry and experience in the United Arab
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Emirates is crucial for this job.

The main company is in Ras Al Khaimah but we require the Sales Executive to bring

projects from all over the UAE especially Dubai and Abu Dhabi.

Ideal Profile

You have at least 5 years experience including solid experience in a similar role within

Real Estate and Industrial.

You are a strong networker & relationship builder

You are a strong team player who can manage multiple stakeholders

You are highly goal driven and work well in fast paced environments

What's on Offer

Work in a company with a solid track record of performance

Work alongside & learn from best in class talent

A role that offers a breadth of learning opportunities

Apply Now
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